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Image Calculator
The Image Calculator tool allows
many mathematical functions to
be applied to volumes, matrices
and constant numerical values,
including basic arithmetic operations,
trigonometric functions and logic
operators.
The Image Calculator interface
provides a keypad [1] allowing users
to input functions to the calculator’s
scrollable canvas [2]. The canvas
displaying input data, applied
functions, and results. Users can also
right click on the canvas to access
the Buttons Tool to add additional
functions to the keypad [3]. Image
Calculator also provides the standard
image display area [4] for data review.
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Calculator Keypad
By default, the keypad provides access to the following functions:

I/ i`Õ«iÀ>Ìw`ÃÌ iÀi>`iÀ>vÌiÀ`ÛÃviÕLiÀLÞ>Ì iÀ°
/ iÀi>Ài>ÃÌÜ`À«`ÜiÕÃ>Û>>Li>LÛiÌ iiÞÃÆ i}>`ƂÕÌ°
Deg: Sets the trigonometric input to Degrees, Radians, or Gradians.
Auto:/ iƂÕÌ`À«`ÜiÕÃ«iVwiÃ ÜÛÕi`>Ì>ÜLi >`i``ÕÀ}«iÀ>ÌÃÌ >Ì>ÞV>ÕÃi`>Ì>ÛiÀyÜ]vÀiÝ>«i
the multiplication of two signed 16-bit data sets. The default setting, Auto, ensures that the volume data will be automatically promoted
up to the next appropriate data type. In the case of the multiplication of two signed 16-bit data sets the resulting data set would have a
`>Ì>ÌÞ«ivÃ}i`ÎÓLÌ°ƂÌ iÀ«ÌÃÜwÝÌ iV>VÕ>ÌÀÌÜÀÞÌ >Ì`>Ì>ÌÞ«i°/ Ãi>ÃÌ >ÌÛiÀyÜ>`ÜÀ>««}
may occur. In some instances, the data type of the volume generated may not be the type selected due to the operation and may require a
Ã«iVwVÕÌ«ÕÌ`>Ì>ÌÞ«i]vÀiÝ>«iÌ iiÝÌÀ>VÌv>Ài`V >ivÀ>, `>Ì>ÃiÌ°/ ivÜ}`>Ì>ÌÞ«iÃ«ÌÃ>Ài>Û>>Li\
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Calculator Canvas
Data is loaded into the Image
Calculator interface if a data set is
selected when Transform is opened.
Image Calculator also accepts image
data via drag-and-drop from the
workspace onto the calculator canvas
[1], onto the Volume input port [2]
when File > Input/Output Ports is
enabled, or onto any of the display
windows [3].
The calculator canvas also accepts
>ÌÀÝwiÃ>`i`vÀ`Ã>`
functions from the keypad [4].
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Button Tool
Additional functions can be added to the calculator
keypad. To add more functions to the keypad right
click in the calculator canvas and select Buttons to
open the Button Tool [1].
To add a function drag the function button from
the Palette to the Key Pad [2]. The function will be
automatically added to the calculator keypad [3].

The following additional functions are available:

**

Convert rectangular coordinates (x,y) to polar (r,0), computes magnitude r

***

Convert rectangular coordinates (x,y) to polar (r,0), computes phase 0
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